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Abstract
Kindergarten curriculum has vastly changed in the United States since Elizabeth Peabody started
the first English speaking kindergarten started in 1860 (Fromberg, 2006). The curriculum has
changed from play-based, exploratory learning to a more academic learning process focusing on
meeting standards, instruction, and assessment (McLennan, 2011). For teachers, it is extremely
difficult to balance the required curriculum/assessments and to implement more developmentally
appropriate practices such as play for kindergarten aged children in social studies. The main
purpose of my project is to incorporate more exploratory social studies curriculum into my
kindergarten classroom. By including more social studies in an elementary classroom, it helps to
create a deeper community of thinkers, learners, and civilians that can work together to
understand and solve problems in society. I reviewed the C3 Framework, Inquiry Design Model
(IDM), National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, and the New York State social studies
resource toolkit, including all their resources in order to generate ideas for my curriculum
project. The curriculum allotted three to five days for this curriculum. It can be modified to take
longer than 5 days depending on the classroom and community. Therefore, through reading this
curriculum, teacher can get clear guidance in implementing hands on social studies in a
meaningful way. This curriculum project was made as a tool of reference to guide the findings of
a single way to use hands on experiences in social studies in a kindergarten classroom.
Keywords: inquiry design model, college, career, and civic life
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Real World Experiences in Social Studies Curriculum in a Kindergarten Classroom
Kindergarten curriculum has vastly changed in the United States since Elizabeth Peabody
started the first English speaking kindergarten started in 1860 (Fromberg, 2006). The curriculum
has changed from play-based, exploratory learning to a more academic learning process focusing
on meeting standards, instruction, and assessment (McLennan, 2011). In the changing of
kindergarten curriculum, there has been a gap in social studies curriculum at the elementary
level. Developmentally appropriate curriculum for early childhood aged students is focused on
active learning, embraces children’s individual differences, and promotes deeper understanding
with the children’s experiences. Some social studies information is too remote from children’s
experiences which doesn’t make it developmentally appropriate or meaningful for the students
(Bredekamp & Copple, 2009, pg. 243). For teachers, it is extremely difficult to balance the
required curriculum/assessments and to implement more developmentally appropriate practices
such as play for kindergarten aged children. Many teachers strive to implement those practices
because they know that those strategies support children’s learning and embrace their specific
learning needs. The following chapter will discuss the problem of social studies in the
kindergarten classroom and why it is relevant to today’s society to have more well-rounded
citizens.
The change in the curriculum started in the 1950s, when there was more of a focus on
academics and less time in free choice play in kindergarten, so that made kindergarten
curriculum more unified with the first-grade curriculum (Colgan, 2016). This change of
curriculum doesn’t support kindergarten children developmentally because all the curriculum
that was meant for first grade is now being pushed down onto kindergarten students before they
are developmentally ready to learn those new skills. According to Bredekamp & Copple (2009),
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curriculum that is developed by extending expectations for first grade downward is not
developmentally appropriate for kindergarten students. Many kindergarten students are not ready
for some of the curriculum and some are starting kindergarten too young. So that means that
many kindergarteners are not developmentally ready to sit or behave like a first grader because
they have not experienced kindergarten yet. In the United States, there is a huge emphasis on the
acquisition of reading and mathematics skills. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 put an
emphasis on math and reading tests which narrowed curriculum, “forcing schools to spend less
time on subjects that aren’t explicitly tested, like social studies, foreign language, and the arts”
(Editorial Projects, 2015, par. 11). According to Zhao (2005), as a consequence of this curricular
narrowing, “they found that kindergarteners and first graders knew nothing about social studies”
(p. 218). This is a problem in schools when students don’t understand or comprehend some
aspects of social studies even at the elementary level. Some of the skills that will be meaningful
for students to have to help develop their social studies concepts are critical thinking, socioeconomic development, prosocial skills, interpersonal interactions, and information literacy
(National Council of the Social Studies, 2007).
According to Farris (2012), there are 10 social studies themes that are given by the
National Council of Social Studies that are part of the curriculum standards. The themes are
culture; time, continuity, and change; people, places, and environment; individuals, groups, and
institutions; power, authority, and governance; production, distribution, and consumption;
science, technology, and society; global connections; and civic ideals and practices (Farris, 2012,
pg. xxvii). Social studies education is needed for students to become good citizens in society. By
apply developmentally appropriate practices in social studies, students will be able to use social
studies in an authentic way. For example, in younger grades students draw upon their own
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individual experiences for exploring geographic concepts and skills in relation to people, places,
and the environment (Diffily & Sassman, 2003).
My goal is for students to have more authentic and reflective exploration opportunities,
more interaction with peers, and to have the ability to be creative. This is especially important in
social studies so that students can promote civic competence in order to find their own voice in
society. According to Maple (2005),
Children need opportunities to function as part of a community of learners if they are to
gain the skills and dispositions that lead to civic competence, and grow into contributing
members of society. (p. 134)
It is important for students to be good citizens in society. In my classroom, I want my students to
become rational, humane, participating, and effective members of society. I currently teach
kindergarten and I have noticed a lack of interpersonal skills between my students. Those
interpersonal skills can be taught in social studies as part of teaching how to be effective
members of society. By teaching kindergarten students more about social studies and how to
incorporate those skills into other subjects, students will be able to grow those skills by using
them every day into their middle and high school years. To grow those skills, teachers need to
make learning meaningful so that the students can connect it to prior experiences and knowledge
that they may have. Making learning meaningful is a priority in curriculum planning for teachers
because students will learn those concepts, vocabulary, and skills in an interconnected way
(Bredekamp & Copple, 2006, pg. 45).
The main purpose of my project is to incorporate more exploratory social studies
curriculum into my kindergarten classroom. By including more social studies in an elementary
classroom, it helps to create a deeper community of thinkers, learners, and civilians that can
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work together to understand and solve problems in society. According to the National Council
for the Social Studies (2007), the purpose of social studies is to “enable students to understand,
participate in, and make informed decisions about their world” (Powerful, Purposeful Pedagogy
in Elementary School Social Studies section, para. 7). By making sure students start to learn to
how to communicate and to share ideas when they are younger, they will be more comfortable
and knowledgeable with their social studies skills when they are in middle and high school. They
will use those skills often, which will then carry them into their adult lives. This helps to create a
positive learning community in the classroom as well. By encouraging a positive and community
type of atmosphere in the classroom, it allows students to be able to have the environment to
learn to work together and respect each other. According to Maple (2005),
In order to grow into positive, contributing members of a democratic society, children
must learn to work together, appreciate and respect differences in others, and play a role
in the common good. (p. 134)
Social studies education is so important for young children to understand in today’s world.
Teachers need to be intentional when implementing those skills and concepts into their
curriculum. I believe that it is essential to provide students with meaningful, integrative, valuebased, challenging, and active social studies. The moment we incorporate critical thinking and
prosocial skills into our everyday curriculum, is the moment when our students become active
and take charge of their learning and can communicate easily with others.
I recently taught in kindergarten and I saw some issues with social studies education that
I would like to address with my own curriculum. When looking and understanding the content
around social studies in kindergarten, much of the content is for students to just grasp a concept
or to have exposure to it. I would like students to be able to apply the social studies themes to
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their everyday life. In the next chapter, I will review the relevant literature in social studies and
early childhood education to create a developmentally appropriate social studies curriculum for a
kindergarten classroom.
Literature Review
The purpose of my curriculum project is incorporate more hands-on social studies
curricula into a kindergarten classroom. Social studies in the elementary classroom has lost over
the years. I want to make sure that young children get the opportunity to receive social studies
education that is developmentally appropriate for them.
Kindergarten dates back to the late 1700s when Friedrich Froebel first used the term
Kindergarten to mean “children’s garden” (Fromberg, 2006, p. 68). Children could play based on
the activities that they like, and they had choices to what they could study. In today’s time, there
are many changes to education compared to what it was like in the 1800s. In social studies
education, some of those issues are becoming more prevalent today. Some of the issues include
not enough developmentally appropriate practice, social studies curriculum isn’t making learning
meaningful for students, students need to learn to be effective citizens, and hands on social
studies curriculum.
In early childhood education, it is very important for curriculum and instruction to be
developmentally appropriate for your students. The instruction should relate to each child’s
developmentally needs. In social studies education, there are many topics that are not
developmentally appropriate for kindergarteners. According to Farris (2012), “History must be
taught in a way that appeals to students” (p. 324). This is an important statement because
students should be able to explore social studies in a positive way. According to Zhao and Hoge
(2005), many students were not interested or had negative views toward social studies (p. 220).
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Students shouldn’t be bored or uninterested in the material we are teaching them.
Developmentally appropriate social studies should be organized into broad topics to connect to
students’ lives instead of having the information be too remote from children’s experiences
(Bredekamp & Copple, 2009). This goes along with making learning meaningful for students. If
the content is not appropriate for the ages of your students, then it won’t relate to their own
experiences or be able to build off of their prior knowledge. We need to be able to let students
find their voices in the classroom and have relevant experiences to get them to emerge and grow
into their own selves (Banks & McGee Banks, 2013).
When our students get extra time to explore and play in their own way, they can gain
academically as well. According to Knapp and Hopkins (2018), a kindergarten teacher said, “I
even saw some of the economics language transfer to other subject areas and to their play” (p.
12). If we give students the chance to use their own hands to explore and interact with social
studies, students will have a purpose to their learning. When children learn in real and
meaningful ways, it will have more relevance to their own life and community. According to
Nolet (2017), we need to help students to make connections between the curriculum and events
going on in their community and lives.
Social studies education is important because it teaches students to become good citizens.
Too often, social studies is neglected because there is more of an emphasis on math and literacy
in schools (Diffily & Sassman, 2003). According to a study by Vanfossen and McGrew (2008),
primary elementary teachers (K-3) spent approximately 25 minutes per day in social studies
instruction (p. 155). Moreover, some of that social studies instruction was incorporated into the
reading/language curriculum and wasn’t taught in its own block of time. If social studies had its
own block of time dedicated to helping students to prepare to be globally and locally aware of
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events happening around them, it would help students to be become global citizens. According to
Larson and Brown (2017), “globally competent students are aware, curious, and interested in
learning about the world and how it works” (p. 114). If students get started learning about their
community and experiences around them, when they get older and start to learn more about their
community, then they will be able to start learning about the world in a new way. They will be
able to view the world with open eyes. Their peers can help to broaden their views about the
world and society around them. By incorporating cooperative groups in the classroom, teachers
help students to better themselves by developing ways to find things out and respect each other’s
individual differences and talents (Maple, 2005).
Some characteristics of effective citizens include being informed and thoughtful,
participating in their communities, acting politically, and having moral and civic virtues
(National Council for the Social Studies, 2013). When students have these qualities, it means that
they will have a better understanding of their community and ways to help when needed. They
will be able to transform their community in new ways because of their thinking skills (Teaching
Channel, 2018). When students engage in real-world issues within their communities, “it allows
students to not simply study citizenship, but to practice it” (National Council for the Social
Studies, 2017, par. 5). This is especially true for young children because they need more practice
with hands-on and first-hand experiences.
The change in the curriculum started in the 1950s, when there was more of a focus on
academics and less time in free choice play in kindergarten, which made kindergarten curriculum
more unified with the first-grade curriculum (Colgan, 2016). This change of curriculum doesn’t
support kindergarten children developmentally because all the curriculum that was meant for
first grade is now being pushed down onto kindergarten students before they are
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developmentally ready to learn those new skills. Many kindergarten students are not ready for
some of the curriculum and some are starting kindergarten too young. Developmentally
appropriate curriculum should allow students to have more free play to explore their world in
their own way instead of becoming more academic (Colgan, 2016).
Curriculum should be both effective and comprehensive, addressing all areas of
children’s development and learning (Bredekamp & Copple, 2006). Farris (2012) commented
that, “The traditional social studies curriculum at the preschool and lower grade levels focuses on
content that teaches about groups of people in terms of the following: current topics, economics,
geography, history, and international and global education” (p. 289). Many of those content areas
are not developmentally appropriate especially during times of the school year. For example,
kindergarteners are learning about Native Americans around February/March when it would be
more appropriate to study them around Thanksgiving. Also, kindergarteners are learning about
Christopher Columbus around the month of March (EngageNY, 2018). It would be more
appropriate to learn about him during the month of October when there is Christopher Columbus
Day at school, that way it gives the students a more accurate picture of the reasons that they are
studying him. Also, I think that learning about Christopher Columbus is too abstract for
kindergarten students; they have no experiences connecting him to their lives.
Students should have the opportunities to have hands-on experiences as well as
movement and expression in their learning. Bredekamp and Copple (2009) stated that,
“Developmentally appropriate curriculum is designed to help children explore and acquire the
key concepts and the tools of inquiry for each discipline in ways that are effective for
kindergarten children” (p. 229). Kindergarten students should be moving as much as possible
because they learn best when they are active and learning with their bodies. Also, students
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should be open to experiences where they have to problem solve themselves. According to the
National Council for Social Studies position statement (2016), “the curriculum should promote
critical, creative and ethical thinking on problems faced by citizens and leaders (p. 182).
Allowing parts of the curriculum to feature problem solving skills will ultimately enhance
student learning and the ability to figure out more challenging issues when they learn the
necessary skills.
Understanding the curriculum and knowing your beliefs will help teachers to be aware of
what they really want their students to learn. Popkewitz (2008) argued:
Because the rules for organizing and confronting social ideas in school are drawn from
our understanding of disciplined thought, it is imperative that educators take a closer look
at the presuppositions of which curriculum is based. (p. 317)
In social studies curriculum, it is important to plan for powerful social studies instruction,
providing hands-on materials, creating visuals to support texts, preparing photographs for
analysis, creating role plays with different perspectives, developing more accessible texts, coteaching for student engagement and learning, and collaborating with others (McCall, 2017).
In my curriculum project, I want to specifically focus on developmentally appropriate
practice curriculum. This combines the themes of developmentally appropriate practice and
hands-on curriculum. For kindergarten students, these two themes are essential for the best
learning of early childhood. In early childhood age students, it is critically important that their
learning is based on their developmental needs so that they can grow and are challenged in the
correct way. If instruction is too challenging, then students will become frustrated or think that
they don’t like school because it is too hard.
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Teachers can help students to see the relevance of the work they are doing in the
classroom by making their learning meaningful and connect it to their community. Planning
assessments in the curriculum should also be appropriate for the students in your class as well.
One of the main aspects of effective curriculum is assessments that allow students to show what
they know. By taking this into consideration, curriculum can be planned that will effectively
reach all students as well as have room for teachable moments. Those moments are often the
most meaningful for students because it demonstrates their thinking and questions based on what
they are learning.
When students are introduced to the holistic approach to education, they will receive
learning and experiences related to their needs and emotions. According to McLennan (2011),
“By adopting a holistic approach, kindergarten teachers can involve children in authentic and
reflective exploration, collaboration, and creation while still addressing applicable early learning
standards” (p. 107-108). This is the basis behind my project. I would like to focus on filling the
gap related to social studies in elementary school classrooms. In elementary classrooms, much of
the social studies gets integrated into other subjects for a basic understanding of concepts that are
far beyond a kindergartener’s range of comprehension.
Upon completing my curriculum project, I will make an impact in the specific area of
social studies curriculum. Since there isn’t much social studies instruction in schools today, I
believe that I can greatly contribute to making a curriculum based on the developmental needs of
kindergarten students as well as to connect meaningful instruction in a unit that can be
incorporated into an everyday setting. By focusing on developmentally appropriate curriculum, it
will allow teachers to teach the unit based on the needs of the students as well. Every student and
every class is different, so it is important to get to know your students to deliver appropriate
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curriculum for them. In the next chapter, I will detail the methods of my project by exploring
resources in social studies that will guide me in developing my curriculum project.
Methodology
Introduction
The main purpose of my curriculum project is to incorporate more exploratory social
studies curriculum into my kindergarten classroom. By including more social studies in an
elementary classroom, it helps to create a deeper community of thinkers, learners, and civilians
that can work together to understand and solve problems in society. This combines the themes of
developmentally appropriate practice and hands-on curriculum. For kindergarten students, these
two themes are essential for the best learning of early childhood. In early childhood age students,
it is critically important that their learning is based on their developmental needs so that they can
grow and are challenged in the correct way. If instruction is too challenging, then students will
become frustrated or will think that they don’t like school because it is too hard.
My curriculum project will make an impact in the specific area of social studies
curriculum. Since there isn’t much social studies instruction in schools today, I believe that I can
greatly contribute to making a curriculum based on the developmental needs of kindergarten
students as well as to connect meaningful instruction in a unit that can be incorporated into an
everyday setting. By focusing on developmentally appropriate curriculum, it will allow teachers
to teach the unit based on the needs of the students as well. Every student and every class is
different, so it is important to get to know your students in order to deliver appropriate
curriculum for them. The following chapter will discuss the lessons and overall curriculum that
will be used for this project.
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Conceptual Frameworks
College, Career & Civic Life (C3) Framework. For this curriculum project, the C3 framework
recognizes the key role of the Common Core State Standards for ELA/Literacy (National
Council for the Social Studies, 2010). There are four Dimensions: 1. Developing questions and
planning inquiries, 2. Applying disciplinary concepts and tools, 3. Evaluating sources and using
evidence, and 4. Communicating conclusions and taking informed action (12).
Dimension 1 features the development of questions and planning inquiries. Compelling
and supporting questions are key to the learning process. The questions must also be teacher-and
student-directed. Dimension 2 applies disciplinary concepts and tools through civic, economic,
geographical, and historical content. Dimension 3 evaluates sources and strategic use of
evidence. The frameworks state that, “Making and supporting evidence-based claims and
counter-claims is key to student capacity to construct explanations and arguments” (National
Council for the Social Studies, 2010, p. 18). Dimension 4 communicates conclusions and takes
informed action. Students need to communicate their preliminary and final conclusions and make
decisions based on those conclusions.
Inquiry Design Model (IDM)
The Inquiry Design Model is an approach to creating curriculum that focuses on the
instructional design in order to design questions to engage students in their own exploration (C3
Teachers, 2018). The IDM blueprint that will be used in creating the curriculum, is a one-page
representation of questions, tasks, and sources in order to define the inquiry. Teachers can view
the whole curriculum to see a quick snapshot between all of the components all at once.
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Audience
The curriculum created for this project is intended for a group of 20 kindergarten students
in Jamestown, NY at the Sunshine Valley Elementary School. The elementary school has 387
students. The school’s racial makeup included 79% White, 11% Hispanic or Latino, 9%
Multiracial, 2% Black or African American, and 1 student Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander (New York State Education Department).
The school is also made up of 11% students with disabilities. 65% of students are
economically disadvantaged.
The 20 kindergarten students in the targeted group included 11 females and 9 males. The
age range of this group is 5-6.
Procedure
While developing this curriculum, I took the following steps:
Step One: Author’s Background. I was born in Sherman, New York and was graduated
from Sherman High School in 2012. Starting around 2003, I began traveling to Jamestown, New
York for figure skating lessons. I traveled to Jamestown about 5-6 days a week when I was
training. When I got older, I started to begin my coaching career in order to make an impact on
younger skaters. This is when I realized that I wanted to become an educator because I wanted to
give students more opportunities to learn and grow. Jamestown is like a second home to me, and
I am very thankful that I have had the opportunity to be a part of that community.
Step Two: Choosing a Topic. Initially, I had intended to conduct research. I wanted to
investigate teachers’ attitudes toward developmentally appropriate curriculum for kindergarten
students. Although that still remains my goal, after more thought I felt that by changing my point
of inquiry, it would bring more of an impact to my passion of teaching and to help me in the
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future career. This curriculum project could be used by other teachers as well as in my own
classroom.
Step Three: Identify the Audience. I was in a long-term substitute kindergarten teacher
position in the Jamestown Public School District. I noticed a significant need in appropriate
social studies curriculum for kindergarten students. There was no social studies curriculum to use
in the classroom. The only social studies that was in the kindergarten class was in the ELA
Listening and Learning curriculum but occasionally focusing on social studies. With my
background in early childhood education, focusing on a curriculum that is hands-on would allow
me to use my skills and knowledge to benefit more kindergarten students.
Step Four: Conduct Literature. I began my research with the use of the SUNY
Fredonia library’s online database. The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
database was the primary source for obtaining information. I began by searching terms such as
curriculum, developmentally appropriate practice, as well as others in a variety of combinations
in order to find empirical articles about my topic. I found numerous articles based on my topic,
so I began to synthesize the literature and to organize it based on apparent themes.
Step Five: Review C3 Framework, Inquiry Design Model (IDM), National
Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, and NYS K-12 Social Studies Resource Toolkit:
K-4. I reviewed the C3 Framework, IDM, National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, and
the New York State social studies resource toolkit, including all of their resources in order to
generate ideas for my curriculum project. The resource toolkit has many related topics that I got
my ideas from for my project. The reviewed sources were easily adaptable to meet the
designated standards.
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Step Six: Use the C3 Framework/IDM Blueprint/National Curriculum Standards
for Social Studies to Plan and Design an Inquiry. According to Swan, Lee, and Grant (2015),
the IDM is a “distinctive approach to creating curriculum and instructional materials that honors
teachers’ knowledge and expertise, avoids over-prescription, and focuses on the main elements
of the instructional design process as envisioned in the Inquiry Arc of the College, Career, and
Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies State Standards” (316). The C3 framework and
national curriculum standards are part of IDM. This framework was selected because it is the
national social studies curriculum and has proven to make inquiry curriculum more meaningful
for students and teachers.
Scope and Sequence
The scope and sequence of this curriculum project described here followed closely the ten
themes for learning expectations from the National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies
(2010):
Standard One – Culture: The first standard explains the study of culture and cultural
diversity. In schools, this theme typically appears in units and courses dealing with geography,
history, sociology, and anthropology, as well as multicultural topics across curriculum.
Standard Two – Time, Continuity, and Change: The second standards should include
experiences that provide the study of the past and its legacy. Younger students will learn to find
themselves in time and space.
Standard Three – People, Places, and Environments: The third standard should explore
the study of people, places, and environments. This allows us to understand relationships, spatial
perspectives, and address questions.
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Standard Four – Individual Development and Identity: The fourth standard explains
the study of individual development and identity. In early grades, young students will learn to
develop their personal identities based on people around them, the school system, friends, and
community.
Standard Five – Individual, Groups, and Institutions: The fifth standard includes
experiences that provide a study of interactions among individuals, groups, and institutions. It is
important that students understand the ways that each of these three things relate to each other and
the ways that they can be controlled, influenced, changed, or maintained.
Standard Six – Powerful, Authority, and Governance: The sixth standard explains a
study of the ways in which people create, interact with, and change structures of power, authority,
and governance. This standard helps learners to become more effective problem-solvers and
decision makers when issues and problems occur in life. These issues could be in relation to
government, politics, political science, civics, history, law, and other social sciences.
Standard Seven – Production, Distribution, and Consumption: The seventh standard
studies the ways in which people organize for the production, distribution, and consumption of
goods and services. Students learn to gather and analyze data as well as use critical thinking skills.
Standard Eight – Science, Technology, and Society: The eighth standard explains the
study of relationships among science, technology, and society. Young children learn the ways that
science and technologies influence beliefs, knowledge, and their daily lives.
Standard Nine – Global Connections: The ninth standard should include experiences that
provide for the study of global connections and interdependence. Students can learn strategies to
contribute practical solutions to emerging global issues and evaluate tensions nationally and
globally.
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Standard Ten – Civic Ideals and Practices: The tenth standard explains the study of
ideals, principles, and practices of citizenship in a democratic republic. The frameworks explain
that, “An understand these civic ideals and practices is critical to full participation in society and
is an essential component of education for citizenship, which is the central purpose of social
studies” (National Council of Social Studies, 2010, par. 38). These ten themes of social studies are
key to developing appropriate curriculum for young children.
The scope and sequence for this curriculum project were based on the Inquiry Design
Model Blueprint at a glance (C3 teachers, 2018).

Inquiry Design Model (IDM) Blueprint™
Compelling
Question

What makes my community special?
Social Studies Themes: Individual Development and Cultural Identity, Civic
Ideals and Practices, Geography, Humans, and the Environment
Practices: Gathering, Interpreting and Using Evidence, Geographic Reasoning,
Civic Participation
Standards:

Standards
and Practices

K.1 Children’s sense of self is shaped by experiences that are unique to them and their
families, and by common experiences shared by a community or nation.
K.4 Children and adults have rights and responsibilities at home, at school, in the
classroom, and in the community.
K.5 Rules affect children and adults, and people make and change rules for many
reasons.
K.6c Places, physical features, and man-made structures can be located on a map or
globe and described using specific geographic vocabulary.

Staging the
Question

Watch a video from YouTube on What Makes a Good Community and
participate in a discussion unpacking the meaning of what a community is and
how it is important to us.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIVVn6tFK7s&t=29s
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Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Who helps my
community?

Who lives in my
community?

What is in my community?

Formative

Formative

Formative

Performance Task

Performance Task

Performance Task

Guest Speaker
Within a small group,
students will create
thank you cards or
thank you bags
targeting the specific
roles of police officers,
doctors and postal
workers and thanking
them for their service
to the community.
Featured Sources

Source A: Images of
different professions or
jobs in the community
(Gallery walk with the
pictures)

Summative

Interview a community
member
Each student will create
one page describing their
interview for a class
book describing who
lives in the community.

Featured Sources

Source A: Teacherlocated books on local
jobs or professions that
are or aren’t in the
community

Working collaboratively, students will
create a 3D map of their community with
models they have built.
Through a small group conversation
student will locate on the map familiar
places or buildings in the community
(e.g., school, grocery store, train station,
ice rink).

Featured Sources

Source A: Image of a map of Jamestown
Source B: Images of geographic and
man-made places in the Jamestown
community

Students will create and present a public service announcement
sharing why their community is special. PSA may be in the form of a
Argument drawing, writing piece, or video shared with other teachers/students
in the school.

Performance
Task
Extension

Post drawings and writing pieces in the hallway for other students in
the school to see. Also, if possible, perform their PSA for a school or
community event.
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Students will demonstrate community involvement by selecting a class
community-service project to undertake.

Validity
One of the limitations faced by this curriculum is time in a school day to be able to
implement the curriculum. Many teachers have experienced less time in their schedules to be
able to focus on social studies due to curriculum focusing on reading and mathematics.
According to a study by Vanfossen and McGrew (2008), primary elementary teachers (K-3)
spent approximately 25 minutes per day in social studies instruction (p.155). Moreover, some of
that social studies instruction was incorporated into the reading/language curriculum and wasn’t
taught in its own block of time. Although the curriculum intends to make adjustments due to the
limited time, some teachers might not feel comfortable to implement this curriculum in their own
classrooms because they do not know if they will have time to use it in their classroom or if their
principals/districts will allow them to use the curriculum since the current focus in classrooms
are on reading and mathematics.
Another limitation of this curriculum is the amount of available resources in one’s
community. The curriculum that is planned for this community may not be practical for all
communities. Despite that though, this curriculum would be easily adaptable to any community.
Teachers would be able to use this curriculum and use elements of their own community to make
it their own.
Conclusion
I feel that my curriculum project matches the problem. My main purpose of this project
was to have more developmentally appropriate curriculum in social studies education for
kindergarten classrooms. When I realized that there wasn’t much exploratory social studies
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curriculum, I knew that I wanted to design my project around that. This curriculum project
addresses the need for students to be able to understand the community around them. These
students will work on caring for the community, knowing the jobs that are located within their
community, and why it is important to get to know the community. This will help students to
become good citizens, problem solvers, and deeper local and global thinkers. In the next chapter,
I will detail the curriculum for each supporting question, formative and summative performance
tasks.
Results
The main purpose of my project is to incorporate more exploratory social studies
curriculum into my kindergarten classroom. By including more social studies in an elementary
classroom, it helps to create a deeper community of thinkers, learners, and civilians that can
work together to understand and solve problems in society. The following section contains the
curriculum for the three to five days allotted for this curriculum. This unit can be modified to
take longer than 5 days depending on the classroom and community setting. Below are lesson
plans that correspond with the supporting question in the unit. Additionally, the lesson plans are
followed by the supplementary material and sources that coincide with the topics of the lessons.
Supporting Question 1: Who Helps My Community?
Social Studies Practices Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
Gathering, Interpreting, and Using Evidence: Ask questions, recognize forms of evidence used to
make meaning in social studies.
Social Studies Standards Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
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K.4 Children and adults have rights and responsibilities at home, at school, in the classroom, and
in the community.
K.5 Rules affect children and adults, and people make and change rules for many reasons.
Common Core Literacy Standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018):
SL.K.3: Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something
that is not understood.
SL.K.5: Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional
detail.
RI.K.7: With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the text
in which they appear (e.g., what person, place, thing, or idea in the text an illustration depicts).
RI.K.10: Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.
Task:
1. Teacher will introduce the unit by showing a YouTube video on what makes a good
community. Students will discuss the meaning of what a community is and how it might
be important to us.
2. Next, students will participate in a discussion during circle time. They will discuss
different careers located around their school/community using the think-pair-share
protocol. Teacher will guide discussion to gear towards three specific careers: police
officer, doctor, and postal worker. Although all careers are important, the teacher is
guiding the discussion to focus on careers that are easily seen around the school
community. Students are focusing on a police officer because there are police officers
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that visit the school and community that they would be able to communicate with.
Students are focusing on a postal worker because the children always see the mail being
dropped off at school. Students are focusing on a doctor because they see a doctor when
they are sick or for checkups.
3. Once the three careers have been established, students will participate in a think-pairshare with the question of “What does a (police officer, doctor, postal worker) do?”
Teacher will create a chart to write down the student responses.
4. Through the next couple of days, the teacher will read aloud books listed in the sources at
the end of the unit (Appendix A). Prior to reading, the students and teacher will review
the different duties listed for the career they are reading about. After reading, students
will be able to add any new duties that they learned through the reading. The teacher will
also provide an opportunity for students to share their thoughts, ideas, and questions
relating to each specific career.
5. Once the three careers have been explored, the students will create a list of questions to
ask guest speakers (one from each career). The teacher will get in contact with a
professional from each career to come into the classroom. Students will ask their
questions to the guest speakers and listen to each professional discuss the many ways
they help within the community.
6. Students will thank the professionals for coming in.
7. Students will participate in circle time to add thoughts or ideas to their chart of the
different careers (time permitting).
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8. Teacher will then help students create thank you cards as their formative assessment for
this lesson.
Formative Assessment:
Students will create thank you cards for the local police officers, doctors, and postal
workers in which they express their gratitude for the many ways in which they help our
community. Each student will be drawing or writing a thank you card which tells a specific way
in which the professional helps the community. Teacher will assist students with the format of a
thank you card by providing sentence starters, picture labels, and guidance throughout the
completion of the assessment.
Supporting Question 2: Who lives in my community?
Social Studies Practices Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
Gathering, Interpreting, and Using Evidence: Ask questions, recognize forms of evidence used to
make meaning in social studies.
Social Studies Standards Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
K.1 Children’s sense of self is shaped by experiences that are unique to them and their families,
and by common experiences shared by a community or nation.
Common Core Literacy Standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018):
SL.K.3: Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something
that is not understood.
SL.K.4: Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support,
provide additional detail.
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SL.K.5: Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional
detail.
Children’s Literature:
Task:
1. Students will read the book Whose Hands Are These?: A Community Helper Guessing
Book (Millbrook Picture Books) by Miranda Paul (Appendix B). This book helps
students identify different careers in the community.
2. With teacher support, students will brainstorm and generate a list of other careers in the
community that might be important to them and their lives.
3. Teacher will make a chart to write down questions to ask a community member about
their career.
4. Students will take their questions home to interview a community member (with their
families help). Students will bring their questions back to school in order to create a class
book of jobs. Students will present their answers to class by saying who they interviewed,
what job that person had, and what their responses were to the questions they asked.
Formative Assessment: Students will collaborate to create a whole class book using their
interviews to describe who lives in their community. When the students bring their questions
back to school, they will use one sheet of paper to draw a picture of the person they interviewed
along with what their job was. The students will then include their questions and answers with
their pictures. The teacher will collect all of the drawings and questions and put them together in
a book for all students and families to look at.
Supporting Question 3: What is in my Community?
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Social Studies Practices Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
Geographic Reasoning- Ask geographic questions about where places are located and why they
are located there, using location terms and geographic representations, such as maps,
photographs, satellite images, and models.
Social Studies Standards Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
K.6c Places, physical features, and man-made structures can be located on a map or globe and
described using specific geographic vocabulary.
Common Core Literacy Standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018):
RI.K.7: With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the text
in which they appear (e.g., what person, place, thing, or idea in the text an illustration depicts).
RI.K.10: Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

Task:
1. Students will read the text Look Where We Live!: A First Book of Community
Building by Scot Ritchie.
2. The teacher and students will create a class list of all the places in their community
such as school, grocery store, hospital, etc.
3. Use directional words, students will communicate where these places are located on a
2D map of their community while the teacher displays the map on the projector.
Teacher will also discuss the difference between 2D and 3D objects (Appendix C).
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4. Students will choose a location and in small groups or partners build a 3D model of
the location of their choice using paper, loose end materials, crayons, etc.
5. After each pair makes their store, hospital, school, etc., together the class will create a
3D map of their community with their models. The teacher will prompt the class to
use their directional words to put their locations on a large piece of poster board to
make their own map (Appendix D).
Formative Assessment:
Through small group conversations, students will locate on the map familiar places or buildings
in the community and make a 3D map of their community. They will use materials such as large
paper, crayons, markers, construction paper, straws, or any other kind of loose ends materials to
create their locations. The class will then come together to put those locations on a large poster
board map.
Summative Performance Task:
Social Studies Practices Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
Civic Participation-Participate in activities that focus on a classroom or school issue or problem
and identify situations in which social actions are required.
Social Studies Standards Addressed (The State Education Department, 2017):
K.1 Children’s sense of self is shaped by experiences that are unique to them and their families,
and by common experiences shared by a community or nation.
Common Core Literacy Standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018):
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SL.K.3: Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something
that is not understood.
SL.K.4: Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support,
provide additional detail.
SL.K.5: Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional
detail.
Task:
Students will create and present a public service announcement sharing why their community is
special. PSA may be in the form of a drawing, writing piece, or video shared with other
teachers/students in the school or shared on the school announcements. A green screen app can
be used to enhance the use of their video project. Also, students may post their drawings and
writing pieces in the hallway for other students in the school to see. As an extension (if possible),
students may perform their PSA for a school or community event.
Taking Informed Action: Students should participate in a community event where everyone in
the class is able to attend and help with. This activity is based on one’s community, the events
that would be available and the appropriateness of the event for kindergarteners.
Discussion
This curriculum project was developed by using the Inquiry Design Model (IDM) to
incorporate a social studies unit into a kindergarten classroom. This project uses real world
experiences in order to provide the necessary skills for students to be good citizens and to
understand the community around them. IDM is rooted in ten conceptual principals, based in
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research and practice that align with the ambitions of the C3 Framework and speak to the
conceptual and pedagogical coherence of the Inquiry Design Model (C3 Teachers, 2018). The
IDM features a compelling question and the elements necessary to support students as they
address that question in a thoughtful and informed fashion (C3 Teachers). Those elements,
briefly noted here and described more fully below, include staging the question activities (builds
student interest), supporting questions (develops the key content), formative performance tasks
(demonstrates emerging understandings), featured sources (provides opportunities to generate
curiosity, build knowledge, and construct arguments), summative performance tasks
(demonstrates evidence-based arguments), extension activities (provides options to the
summative task), and taking informed action experiences (offers opportunities for thoughtful
civic engagement) (C3 teachers, 2018). This curriculum project’s reason for creation was to
bring hands-on social studies to kindergarten classrooms in which there are no real-world
experiences in the social studies curriculum. The following chapter will discuss the significance,
limitations, and future investigations for this curriculum.
Significance
This project used the inquiry design model in order to design content for instruction
based on supporting questions that relate to communities. This curriculum addressed the issue of
hands-on social studies instruction by using guest speakers, classroom projects, and interviews in
order to gain real life experiences from social studies content. My curriculum project provides
teachers with a specific goal of using real life experiences in order to enhance student learning.
Making connections to real life means that students see a reason to do something (Simkins, Cole,
& Tavalin, 2002). Upon reading this curriculum, teachers will have a better understanding of the
intent of the IDM. They will learn to use this guide as a template to create their own curriculum.
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This guide is easy to follow and to use in their own classroom because this model honors
teachers’ knowledge and expertise, avoids over-prescription, and focuses on the main elements
of the instructional design process (C3 Teachers, 2018). Thus, it gives an overall descriptive
outline of some useful approaches to hands-on experiences in social studies.
In order to effectively use this curriculum, teachers can refer to Chapter 3 for a more indepth description of the IDM, and then to Chapter 4 for lesson plans and content for
implementation of the curriculum in their classroom. This curriculum effectively integrates skills
from the Common Core and C3 Framework indicators into social studies instruction (C3
Teachers, 2018). Some of the hands-on experiences mentioned in this curriculum project as ways
to provide students with real world experiences such as guest speakers, interviews, building
maps and community service projects. The inquiry design model can be used to cover the main
parts of instruction such as the essential questions, formative assessments, and summative
assessments. This curriculum project places hands-on experiences in each of the essential
questions of the curriculum. It did this by using guest speakers, interviewing community
members, making 3D maps, and including community service projects.
Limitations
Upon the development of this curriculum project, there are limitations within the
implementation of the curriculum. This curriculum unit is based on the city of Jamestown, New
York and the community around it. Due to this unit being based in Jamestown, some of the
materials for this lesson will only apply to the Jamestown area. Teachers near the Jamestown
area would be able to use this but others not from Jamestown or Chautauqua County would not
be able to use some of the materials and maps that go along with the unit. The main curriculum
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can still be used by any teacher though, even the children’s books that go along with the
curriculum.
There are also limitations in the field of research in relation to hands-on social studies
curriculum for an early childhood setting. Research lacks information in early childhood social
studies and hands-on curriculum. I used the ERIC Database to conduct my searches. Some of the
key words I tried first were “social studies curriculum,” “kindergarten” and “hands-on.” This
search brought up only two search results. Then, I searched “social studies curriculum,”
“elementary,” and “hands on.” This search brought up 13 results that were peer reviewed. Only
one of those searches related to social studies curriculum and it was called Making Field Trips
Count: Collaborating for Meaningful Experiences (Coughlin, 2010). The rest of the results
mentioned social studies but did not use it in curriculum. Two of the other results talked about
the future of social studies education in other countries such as Turkey. Also, I wanted to
compare search results for mathematics and ELA curricula with the results of social studies
curriculum. I received 151 results related to mathematics curriculum and 6 results related to ELA
curriculum. With those searches, most of the results had curriculum related to that subject matter.
According to these results, social studies curriculum is not as big of a priority compared to other
subjects.
Future Investigations
If given another attempt to approach this curriculum project, I would look at the Engage
NY toolkit in order to look at the other IDM modules to see if there can be a connection made
between the kindergarten community unit and other grade level units related to communities
(EngageNY, 2018). These other curriculum modules can be tied to this curriculum project in
other aspects other than just communities. The other kindergarten modules reference civic ideals,
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holidays, identity, maps and globes, needs and wants, paper maps, and rules. Parts of these
modules could be incorporated into this curriculum project based on the needs of the teachers
and the ways that it would impact student learning of the teachers’ particular classes. The
connections between this curriculum project and the other inquiries can help students become
more engaged in their social studies learning in order to become more informed citizens.
I would have also liked to have added more technology in my curriculum project. I
believe that technology can enhance and engage students in their learning. Technology can help
students to become cooperative learners. Teachers and students can work together to personalize
learning based on students’ needs through an immense treasure trove of online resources
(McCarthy, 2018). They can use networking portals like LinkedIn and Twitter in order to
connect with experts who can provide guidance and/or share their expertise with students. Using
video conferencing, students can follow up with these experts, further linking curriculum to realworld interests (McCarthy). All of these types of experiences enhance student learning and the
students will enjoy using technology to show their learning in a way that is meaningful to them.
Conclusions
This curriculum project set out to unify the implementation of hands-on experiences and
elementary social studies. Although there were some limitations in the research and curriculum
itself, this project was successful in providing strategies for hands-on experiences for
kindergarten social studies. Therefore, through reading this curriculum, teachers can get clear
guidance in implementing hands-on social studies in a meaningful way. Communities are
important to study so that students can understand what it means to be good citizens and to take
care of their communities. There are many other aspects to consider in the future creation of
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helpful projects for elementary teachers; in the same way, this curriculum project was made as a
tool of reference to guide the finding of a single way to use hands-on experiences in social
studies in a kindergarten classroom. Many students may not get the opportunity to have hands on
experiences due to outside factors but as teachers we can give them the best education possible
with hands on experiences that they will remember in their future. Rita Pierson said, “Every
child deserves a champion-an adult who will never give up on them, who understands the power
of connection, and insists that they become the best that they can possibly be.” (Couros, 2018).
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Appendix B
•

Be My Neighbor by Maya Ajmera (Ajmera, 2006)

•

Community Helper A to Z by Bobbie Kalman (Kalman, 1997)

•

Franklin’s Neighborhood by Sharon Jennings (Jennings, 1999)

•

What Does a Doctor Do? By Felicia Lowenstein (Lowenstein, 2005)

•

Let’s Meet a Doctor by Bridget Heos (Heos, 2013)

•

What Does a Mail Carrier Do? By Lisa Trumbauer (Trumbauer, 2006)

•

Postal Workers by Shannon Knudsen (Knudsen, 2006)

•

What Does a Police Officer Do? By Felicia Lowenstein (Lowenstein, 2005)

•

Let’s Meet a Police Officer by Gina Bellisario (Bellisario, 2013)

•

City Shapes by Diana Murray (Murray, 2016)

•

Look Where We Live!: A First Book of Community Building by Scot Ritchie (Ritchie,
2017)

•

Whose Hands Are These?: A Community Helper Guessing Book by Miranda Paul (Paul,
2016)
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